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The post COVID19 pandemic world has been changing.  We now know the clear winners and 

the clear losers. 

What is unclear is how will everyone react to the new state of the world.  

 

Apollo 15 was launched on July 26, 1971 with a lunar rover that had the inscription, “Man’s 

First Wheels on the Moon,  Delivered by Falcon, July 30, 1971.” As stunning that only two 

years prior had the first two men walked on the Moon, now men would bring machines to travel 

faster around the barren Moon surface to get more done. The lunar rover was a massive step in 

technology innovation. Yet it proved to suddenly put men back in the driver’s seat of decided 

how to investigate this strange place—the Moon. Even with all the planning and training, no 

could predict what the future of the human investigation with such a new tool.  

 

Astronauts David Scott and Jim Irwin were to use the lunar rover as Alfred Worden would cir-

cle over head. Suddenly the Moon became both smaller yet larger at the same time. So much to 

do with so little time and so many questions to ask.  Only on the Moon could the astronauts as-

sess the deployment saddle. As page 238 of the Apollo 15 Mission Reported stated : “ The 

value of manned space flight was further demonstrated by the unique capability of man to ob-

serve and think creatively, as shown in the supplementation and redirection of many tasks by 

the crew to enhance scientific data return. “ 

 

How are you observing the changes and how are you thinking more creatively today? How are 

you traveling to your destinations? What tools are you using or ignoring? 
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CR 
AS in 

“Let’s get CR acking on those important 
CLE’s this August by first downloading 
The August CLE Compliance Catalogue” 

X 
AS in 

“CRXJEM Consulting LLC is in business of 
over ten years, that’s like Roman symbol X 
for 10 I learned in grade school” 

JEM 
AS in 

“How can I find a GEM of a PA CLE in a 
mass market, grey landscape, of boring 
and non relevant  
continuing legal educational seminars?” 
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Professional  Development Department 

 

What’s the future of human capital? 
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As many lawyers know, history is full of twist and turns with what was once scoffed at be-

comes reality. For eons ago, landing on the Moon was a often used joke phrase, many times 

used by law professors to describe something that will never happen. Something like becoming 

partner without gray hair, only for men. 

 

Then something happened. 

 

While today, many law schools still have the same curriculum as foundering lawyers the world 

may be different for some. As some lawyers even consider, the industrial revolution might be 

over with some lawyers hearing phrases occasionally outside law school that refer to a “post 

industrial age”.  

 

Some lawyers are indeed working in a post Apollo era. They are dealing with everything from 

cyber hacks to conservator law, bias in the judicial process to vendor management, Libor to let-

ters of credit in international areas, agribusiness to corporate governance, and then there’s the 

practice of running a law practice. 

 

For these lawyers, staying current is not even enough with law and technology changing rap-

idly. Post COVID19 has every business scrambling to re think the future and how will 2030 be 

different from today. China is now over twenty years in WTO and the world is a very different 

place than 1999 pre Y2K. Clients are as demanding as ever as they have legal problems to 

solve. The space age is back with billionaires taking their first baby steps into a new world after 

Apollo.  

 

Which is why the Professional Development Department has been working to keep creating the 

sword of knowledge. For those lawyers not wasting their time in non relevant meetings, we 

look forward to seeing you. 

 

Are you ready to take the lead now? 

Reference: www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html 
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Why are Pennsylvania leaders celebrating about losing 1 Congressional Seat in 2022 to 

2032? 
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Some us are asking the questions that others want not to be asked openly. 
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Reference: https://www.rural.palegislature.us/publications_2021_rural_policy_summit.html 
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Rural Pennsylvania 

 

Country Lawyer of Today? 

“Heck, I m just a plain, simple, old fashion, country lawyer…” 

 

Many economic developers, technologist, bankers, business executives, and a few law school 

students often wonder what that often used phrase means. Especially when the phrase is most 

often used by lawyers turned politicians. In today’s complex world post Apollo 15 people may 

wonder if our legal system and those who work in it is up to the complex tasks in running a 

modern society where reality matters. 

 

Perhaps a place to consider is where these rare country lawyers come from is a start to under-

standing them and the world Pennsylvanians and others live in, post COVID19. Perhaps this 

one phrase might some something Jamie Dimon considers when next he opines to shareholders 

in the next annual letter. 

 

Where can one get some facts about plain, simple, old fashion, country living in Pennsylvania? 
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Why are so many lawyers downloading, courtesy of our advertisers 

The ONLY CLE Compliance Catalogue,  which we publish in April, August, 
and December... 
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Management Consulting Department 

 

What is a client to do? 
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RERFERENCES: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-29/the-consulting-business-booms
-just-as-consultants-disappear 
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America’s Demographics for Political Power 

 

Where’s the real power? 
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Reference: https://www.census.gov/newsroom/blogs/random-samplings/2021/07/resources-2020-
census-redistricting-data-release.html 
 
Reference: https://dirksencenter.org/research-collections/everett-m-dirksen/dirksen-record/billion-here-
billion-there 
 

Does a billion here and billion there add up to some real money? 

 

It is a perplexing question for economic developers, technologists, business executives, bankers, 

and a few lawyers out there in the real world. As Jamie Dimon, Chairman and Chief Executive 

Officer of J P Morgan,  noted in his 2021 Annual Shareholders Letter, noted while 2020 was 

quiet the year, with government having to do the recently (last few decades) unheard of political 

thing—leading. From Congress to state legislatures having to solve pesky problems of running 

civilizations, to courts closing down, power is being re shifted around post COVID19. 

 

Which does have many wondering, where spending is coming from and where the money is 

flowing? 

 

The framers of the new nation in 1776 and redux 1789 knew that power was more fleeting than 

previous monarch’s thought. They took lessons from Greece to Roman times and threw in a few 

things from Britain. But mainly they knew that every half a generation, change needed to come 

to renew. 2020 proved a year that when change does not happen like regular clock work, 

change has to happen to reset all that stagnation.  

 

Which is why so many lawyers are suddenly becoming arm chair demographers and some are 

even re thinking maps.  
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Art & Creative Department 

 

 

Exhibit of Note 

https://www.lacma.org/art/exhibition/lacma-snapchat-
monumental-perspectives 

Who is using technology to re think art and monuments? 
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Thank you all past CLE attendees. 
 
You are important to us. 
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Demographics of Flat Populations 

What does flat line populations look like for the next 100 years? 

 

The  US CDC noted a recently decline in America’s birth rate to the point below what is 

deemed by demographers as replacement rate. For long term investors like insurance funds, 

they bet that Americas population will always grow. Take away this assumption and one ques-

tions why so much automation if not enough jobs to go around? 

 

Lawyers need to re consider the growth market as well for services. With so many family law 

and general practice firms competing for increasing smaller market segments, in the coming 

years it will mean many will be racing to compete for smaller pieces of the pie. Referrals to in-

creasing specialized areas will likely increase, but for many making the transition will be hard 

and why make a change when there will be no growth at the firm or solo practice either. 

 

This means those looking for growth will have to deal with stagnation for many decades to 

come. 

 

Reference: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/births.htm 
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PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUCEMENT  

 

State Hearings of Note for Congressional Representative Selection 

Reference: www.paredistricting.com 

Tentative Hearing Schedule 
 

 

HEARING 1 

 

July 22 at 9 AM Located in Harrisburg PA 

 

Congressional Redistricting 101: 

 

HEARING 2 

 

July 22 at 1:30 PM 

 

Stakeholder Input 

 

What is your community of interest? 
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State Hearings of Note for Congressional Representative Selection 

Reference: www.paredistricting.com 

Tentative Hearing Schedule 

 

August 24  

 

Regional Hearing Northwest 

 

August 25 

 

Regional Hearing: Allegheny County 

 

August 26 

 

Regional Hearing: Southwest 

 

September 20 

 

Regional Hearing: Northeast 

 

September 21 

 

Regional Hearing: Southeast 

 

September 21 

 

Regional Hearing: Philadelphia 

 

October 12 

 

Regional Hearing: North Central 

 

October 13: Regional Hearing: South Central 
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For Sample Live CLEs 

see our some our previous April, August, December CLE Compliance Catalogues 

The December 2020 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

The August 2020 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

The April 2020 CLE Compliance Catalogue 
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Welcome to Vegas, 
 
 Via Pennsylvania gambling. 
 

Which current Congressional House member will lose their seat soon? 
 

Which state and Congressional district will you be in 2022? 
 

Stay tuned to the PA power lottery! 

The  August 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 
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Save the Date: August 16 Political Power Changes Hands By the Numbers 

 

 

https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/07/upcoming-release-of-2020-census-redistricting-

data-paint-clearer-portrait-of-america.html 

For many lawyers, August 16, 2021 will a special day they have waited for, or at least since 

April 1, 2020 during the beginning of COVID19. August the 16 day of the month, Monday we 

have not scheduled any CLEs because we know how important the day is. 

 

We know this the day, some will lose their jobs, others will lose clients, and some will gain in 

ways they don’t yet fully understand. The numbers are in and pesky math begins. 

 

For many Americans it will be just a snap shot of the country, or a status report of how things 

are being done in legal land.  

 

For map makers, every pen is waiting, how 2030 will become.  

 

Are you ready? 
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It is 2021 Gen Yers/Millenials are over 40 now 

For many it will be a shock to realize the first Gen Yers born after 1980 are now over 40 years 

old. 

 

No longer are they headed to a high school graduation for themselves as many have begun to 

see their own children graduate and begin jobs, careers, and colleges. 

 

For them, the summer of 1981 is at best a distant memory from their parents. 

 

For GenXers the summer of 1981 was from movies like “Raiders of the Lost Ark” and  nomina-

tion of the first woman Supreme Court Justice in US history, a summer where the Cold War 

still reigned 
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Calling all economic developers 

 

Why should Pennsylvania and other states pool human capital resources together to form     

partnerships to develop economic growth including job growth for citizens? 
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Why are so many bankers reading: 
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Amy  

 

Klobuchar 

 

ANTI TRUST 

 

Taking on Monopoly Power 

from 

 

The Gilded Age to the Digital 

Age 

 

Knopf Publishing 

 

ISBN 9780525654896 

Lawyers rarely opine about the theories of economics as its not their field of study. Recently, 

lawyer turned Senator Amy Klobuchar from Minnesota did some legal and economic research 

and decided to share it with anyone willing to buy a little book. Unlike a legal brief there is a lot 

of background and history especially since the industrial revolution and theories of economy of 

scale took hold in modern times.  

 

As many lawyers know, economics began with Adam Smith’s “Wealth of Nations” which is 

never required reading in law school.  American lawyers know that the only thing that hap-

pened in 1776 was “The Declaration of Independence” document.  

 

Senator Klobuchar however takes the reader on a ride thru economic history thru a legal lens. 

The reader will walk with lawyers, judges, Congressmen, Presidents, lawyers for large compa-

nies, and sometimes a few other non lawyers. The road leads right up to current issues with so 

called large organizations involved in technology (not the actual developers but users of tech-

nology). (See recent hearings in prior CLE Compliance Catalogues as references.) 
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Why are so many bankers reading ANTITRUST by Amy Klobuchar? 
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Bankers will find the book engaging, especially since Jamie Dimon’s 2021 Annual Shareholder 

Letter points out that America has a lot of legal problems. On page 51, Dimon notes about the 

limits of economic theories and goes on to detail the failures of the legal system and those run-

ning the legal system.  

 

Bankers will find the book further of note when it comes to how they think about the purpose of 

a business and what strategies it pursues, especially when management comes to bankers for 

more financial capital to continuing doing what they have been doing.  

 

Bankers will enjoy the different legal views on what the role of business is in American life. 

Whether the banker is in VC, or investment, the way start ups move from start up to established 

giant will be particularly interesting. For more traditional bankers, the book will walk them thru 

the roles of the legal system and how lawyers see economics, having no required economics 

courses in law school. Many bankers will finally get the answers they have been looking for and 

even Dimon would enjoy the book.  

 

For some lawyers, the book will be a walk thru America’s business history, perhaps the first 

time they have heard of many companies and economic theories. Overall, a book to chat to a 

banker about over a coffee break or long deposition. Thank you Senator Amy Klobuchar for 

sharing your thoughts and legal cases.  
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Why are so many GenXers reading Jamie Dimon’s 2020 Annual to Shareholders? 

Leadership Mondays are about understanding what leadership is regardless of generation. But 

for many GenXers reading Jamie Dimon’s 2020 Annual Letter to shareholders has been bitter 

sweet as a snap shot from the past. For those GenXers who for decade’s would listen to all the 

claims of “vast worker shortage” that never came, Dimon’s indictment of so much failure of 

leadership should give some GenXer’s a time to pause and reflect. 

 

First the dot com burst the end of the 20th century, which started GenXers off into the first of 

many tail spins. Shortly the failure of US policy after the collapse of the Soviet Union a mere 

decade before, led Russia into terrority not seen since Stalin changing the nature of what is 

viewed as victory. The classic battle was won and the war was lost. Something happened in 

2008 as bankers say. Then a little virus happened late 2019 and central bankers got very busy. 

 

Dimon’s whole leadership section starting with earlier the purpose of the corporation, noting 

the shift in corporate governance, is another whack to GenXers shown one thing in a moving 

leadership shell game. 

 

How often does a winner in a race point out why they won to the losers? 

 

Dimon points out, curiosity, certainty lacking in most organizations, seems oddly noted. With 

so many leaders pointing to past success doing the same thing over an over, no wonder many 

GenXers took their ball and played else where. 

 

Another area Dimon talks about is complexity. As organizations got more complex, because 

with more software they could, free leaders to focus on—buying more software. Lost in all this 

was and still is the tiny customer standing out in the cold. It is quiet a read post COVID19. 

 

Reference: https://www.jpmorganchase.com/content/dam/jpmc/jpmorgan-chase-and-
co/investor-relations/documents/ceo-letter-to-shareholders-2020.pdf 
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Scope of Company Operations 

X 

Professional Development Department 

 

(NAIC 611430) 

Management Consulting Department 

 

(NAIC 541611, 541613, 541518) 

International Consulting Department 
 

Special Projects 
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Scope of Company Operations 

Technical Consulting Department 

 

(NAIC 541690) 

Events Department 

 

(NAIC 711320) 

Art & Creative Department 

 

(NAIC 51430, 541490) 

 

Vision 2030—Strategic Initiative 
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Know the non legal term 

 

What is Public Private Partnerships? 

When is a contract a duck? 

 

What role do two parties play in a contract? 

 

As societies become more complex, infrastructure done by engineers becomes more complex, needs more complex 

financial arrangements. As every banker knows, risk happens and needs to be carefully managed. This is why 

bankers read a lot of engineering documents and wonder what the engineers are really up to. 

 

Consider the basic road. It costs money to build and without gates, anyone can use it. Roads are how goods and 

people are moved from one weather climate to another. Lawyers developed jurisdictions to encompass geography. 

This limited to how roads could be financed and paid for. Other lawyers thought it might be fairer for everyone to 

pay a small amount annual or with the purchase of fuel related to travel to fund these roads. 

 

Later some one wondered if non governments could build roads.  

 

Magically, today we hear the term public private partnership.  

 

Does this mean that contract law has gone away and only studied by economists? 

 

Engineers should wonder what’s next in banker’s mind for big and small engineering projects.  

Volume VIII Number 2 
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“The limited amount of high-quality reporting on unidentified aerial       
phenomena (UAP) hampers our ability to draw firm conclusions about the     

nature or intent of UAP. “ 

The August 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

Technical Consulting Department 

 

Rear View Mirror—1990’s the end of asking questions 

Why has technology innovation slowed? 

 

Many have pointed to July 1969 that when American’s landed on the Moon, there was no 

longer any need to wonder about the Moon. There were simply no questions to ask once two 

engineers arrived on the Moon for few hours and walked around, gathering some rocks. Often 

when engineers arrive somewhere, everything is known.  Others point to the accident at Three 

Mile Island in March of 1979, in Pennsylvania that ended any reason to develop technology 

since we all knew exactly why failure occurred. Others say it was January of 1986 when the 

Challenger disaster happened that there was no reason to develop anything new. Perhaps the 

“closure” of Bell Labs in 1984 might be another time when lawyers would say the end of tech-

nology occurred with the break up of all communications monopolies. 

 

Yet, the 1990’s might be a fair guess at when there was the established idea-some called it the 

end of history– when there was simply no more questions to be asked by scientists and tech-

nologist. In fact, some may have openly pointed out that American’s had every technological 

innovation possible and there was simply nothing out that anyone could possibly want to know 

about. No need for any more sensor systems as man had achieved total awareness about every-

thing and nothing would change in the future. Others might have pointed out once landing on 

the Moon, there was nothing to be gained by going there anymore. Certainty by end of the 

1990’s even medical science would have nothing to sense since all that came before was 

known. There are simply no questions to be asked anymore about technology. No need for 

STEM educated people or magicians.  

REFERENCE: https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/Prelimary-Assessment-UAP-
20210625.pdf 
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World Economic Forum Jobs reset Summit June 1-2 in 2021 

 

Why are so many tax lawyers listening to central bankers? 
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How will governments around the world pay for all the money borrowed from banks for COVID19 pandemic and 

recovery? 

 

Many tax lawyers have been chatting to their banking friends about this.  

 

As all tax lawyers know, when New Jersey raised its company tax rates back in the 20th century, Delaware re 

thought tax. 

 

Today many entrepreneurs are wondering where to pick which tax jurisdiction to place their company in. Some 

entrepreneurs who know nothing about tax would rather pick their physical operation jurisdiction and say “I m 

here. Tax be dammed.” 

 

What do tax lawyers learn from their friends in central banking? 

 

Reference: World Economic Forum—Jobs Reset—”A new global tax agenda” 
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World Economic Forum Jobs reset Summit June 1-2 in 2021 

 

What does economic growth and jobs look like? 
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Are you confused by economists Delphi views? You are not alone. Ready to learn about law? 

 

Economists are aware that a pandemic hit the world economy last year and is on going.  

 

All economist agree “simply look at the data”; by geography and industry and its easy to fore-

cast future economic growth and resulting job needs.  

 

For lawyers, has the digital goods and digital services expand the need for legal services or will 

real physical goods and real physical services expand enough for lawyers to ignore the digital 

space especially cyber law? 

 

Lawyers know that hackers will not go after physical goods providers (like oil pipelines) and 

hackers will not go after physical service providers (like hospitals—especially during a health 

crisis like a pandemic). That leaves some lawyers thinking how they need to upskill themselves 

in cyber space for 2030 and when people start using in the future digital goods (music and digi-

tal books which may come in the future) or future digital services (some imagine there may be a 

device you carry that allows you to contact others for a ride).  

 

A few lawyers have other views on the growth of cyber law and changing demand today. 

Thank you for coming to all our past law & tech CLEs. 

 

Reference: World Economic Forum—Jobs Reset—The Global Economic Outlook—June 2021 
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World Economic Forum—Special Annual Meeting 2021 August 17-20 

 

Is knowledge static? 
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Are lawyers able to upskill themselves today post COVID19? 

 

What industries will thrive? 

 

What are technology driven skills? 

 

What will bankers do? 

 

What will engineers create? 

 

What will entrepreneurs dream up next to serve which customers? 

 

Are lawyers able to upskill themselves today post COVID19? 
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Management Consulting Department 

 

Financial Interest Rate Benchmarks 

 

Why are so many lawyers reading financial news? 

Lawyers are wondering a lot these days about financial interest rates benchmarks since The 

Federal Reserve heard about some bad behavior in regards to setting rates between some banks 

when banks were borrowing money from other banks (lawyers will say “these things happen”).  

Now some lawyers are wondering what happens next now that the Federal Reserve has written 

some statements about change.  

REFERENCE: https://ameribor.net/background 
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World Economic Forum—Special Annual Meeting 2021 August 17-20 
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In May, World Economic Forum announced the cancellation of this large in     

person event.  

 

It is forecasted World Economic Forum will return to live in person meeting in 

2022. 

 

Until, then economic developers should continue to think about the future and 

whether it’s time to consider how virtual events should be encouraged to add to 

the dialogue of economic development. 
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Thanks to all the lawyers who came to the Author Events in April 
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Why has not NASA visited Venus in a generation or two? 
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Reference:  
 
https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-selects-2-missions-to-study-lost-habitable-world-of-venus 

Why would NASA scientists be interested in Earth’s “sister world” of Venus which has 900 degree Fahrenheit 

temperatures and acidity filled atmosphere, of similar size and shape to Earth? 

 

With launch windows in 2028 to 2030 time frame for two space robotic explorers, mark your decennial calendars. 
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How do lawyers prevent their clients from being blind sided 

by  

new legal problems coming around? 

 

“A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Compe-

tent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness 

and preparation  reasonably necessary for the representation. “ 

 

Thank you all the lawyers who attended our Bridge the Gap and  

Law & Technology CLEs the past years. You understand the rule and 

know how to exceed the rule.  

Your clients love you.  

Your family thanks you for taking our CLEs. 

REFERENCE: https://jbsfoodsgroup.com/articles/jbs-usa-cyberattack-media-statement-june-9 
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Technical Consulting 

 

 

Where will the future of engineering come from? 
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Reference: https://issues.org/bipartisan-vision-future-american-science-policy-eddie-bernice-johnson/ 

Engineering is applied science. Which means science becomes the foundation of engineering 

developments. This is why so many engineers wonder how few understand the basics of finance 

where investment comes first rather than taking profit from past investments and not re invest-

ing in the future. 

 

Engineers understand the value of investments and no surprise that the past decades of illusory 

wealth creation was nothing more than cashing out of prior investments.  

 

However with China doubling down on its policy from the later 1940’s and the end of Moores 

law means that huge investments must be made or America will become the fall of previous 

empires. As Jamie Dimon points out in his annual share holder letter, many countries and many 

investors have begun seeing America’s decline both in human capital and technology innova-

tion. 

 

Where will future investments come from? 
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Why are so many bankers reading about lawyers and cyber risk? 

 

Reference: https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/dag-monaco-delivers-remarks-press-conference

-darkside-attack-colonial-pipeline 
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Bankers know about risk. That is why it is no surprise that as the legal profession ignored cyber 

law bankers took notice. The argument was that cyber space does not exist and therefore no 

need to think about this area of the law. As cyber experts from black hats to plain old tinkers 

got interested in how the internet worked bankers saw the risk. Finally as gas lines out of the 

1970’s suddenly appeared bankers realized the internet was not as safe as sold to Americans. 

 

Bankers understand investing in preventing unlimited risks. They do not sit around thinking 

about potential bad actors thinking that cyber space is “fluffy”.  

 

Bankers are thankful of the lawyers who attended our past cyber law CLE’s. Those lawyers 

were thinking ahead of the curve. Their clients love them. Their families thank them. 

 

Special thanks to all the Bridge the Gap attendees who learned about cyber law in Practice 

Management section and elearning centers. Keep the questions coming. 
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What is American Industrial Policy? 

 

What are bankruptcy lawyers thinking about lately? 
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Where do bankers see market failures to provide services and goods needed by customers? 

 

While governments buy goods and services both real and digital, many economists are wonder-

ing if market failures occur?  

 

Bankers are able to see full snap shots of the full economy and sectors. Local bankers get to 

hear struggling entrepreneurs with their business models. Some bankers venture out to talk to 

frustrated customers and wonder “why are their needs not being met”. This leaves many frus-

trated bankers talking to each other at lunches and conferences to economists. 

 

But how do lawyers plan an economy? 

 

Rural broadband is the modern rural electrification program in many ways. In economic theory, 

as many engineers learn, the broader the customer base, the economy of scale theory comes into 

play and as every lawyer knows, the theory will fund every service and good out there in per-

fect Adam Smith harmony. Unfortunately many customers don’t follow the economy of scale 

theory as they should leaving entrepreneurs stuck with great business models that bankruptcy 

lawyers shift thru later and wonder “why did not the bankers tell them no one will pay for this 

service?” 

 

IS this a place for public private partnership? 

 

Reference: Jamie Dimon Annual Shareholder Letter 2021—page 60 
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By the numbers 
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How many people does it take to have representative in United States Congress? 

 

How many does it take to win an election? (One). 

 

How many do you have to listen to? (None). 
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Demographic Earthquake Hit Globe 

 

May 31, 2021 
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Reference: https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-57303592 

Memorial Day, May 31, 2021 in America. While American’s visited graves and remembrances during a post 

COVID19 Memorial Day, the unofficial start of summer, China’s ruling elite decided that it is OK for Chinese 

families to have up to three children.  

 

Why the change to the world’s greatest number of people post COVID19? 

 

China’s change from one child only to two child only produced another disappointing round of census data re-

cently. Chinese population continues to age, requiring more services as well. Obviously doubling efforts to allow 

more Chinese families to have more children was in order. 

 

How will American’s react to all this change in child policy? 

 

What do bankers like Jamie Dimon know that lawyers do not know? 

 

Are lawyers in elder care wondering what the Chinese elite know what they don’t know? 
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Why did so many bankers watch the  June 8, 2021 

 

US Senate  

Homeland and Governmental Affairs 

 

Hearing on “Threats to Critical Infrastructure: Examining the Colonial Pipeline Cyber 

Attack” 

Do your clients love to tesify 

in front 

Of US Congress? 

Why do so many lawyers recommend paying cyber hackers ransoms in cryptocurrencies? 

 

It is perplexing why so many lawyers do not understand modern business transactions. In law 

school and various exams for licensing, the focus is on paper checks. Then CEO’s are shocked 

to find out that their lawyers do not know about modern banking and the internet. 

 

That leaves banker’s scratching their heads and realizing they need to learn about the modern 

legal system and remedies for cyber attacks. Or as bankers complex language term denoted as 

“risk”. But for a few lawyers we have seen at our law and tech CLEs, these hearings were re-

minders of why they took the CLEs and any cyber law CLE they could take (good luck finding 

them). Those lawyers know that its complex technology with expert terms and fast changing 

law they need to wrestle with today for their future and current clients. 

 

Those few lawyers studying cyber law are working for CEO’s and firms that have no interest in 

testifying before the US Senate. While many lawyers aspire their clients to be in front of other 

lawyers, many firms are not in the PR business. Most firms have to work with their bankers. 

Those bankers have an odd trait: they don’t like risking their clients money on “sure bets” that 

hackers end up “modifying the risk”.  

 

This is why so many bankers were glued to this hearing. They want to know what the legal pro-

fession is doing about cyber law for every person and organization. We have our answer, do 

you? 

 

REFERENCE: https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/hearings/threats-to-critical-infrastructure-

examining-the-colonial-pipeline-cyber-attack 
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In Person Live CLEs 
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There will be no live in person CLEs in August 2021.  

 

 

 

 

Only live distance learning CLEs will be in August 2021. 

 

Live Webcasts. 
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LIVE CLEs=Distance Learning=LIVE CLEs=Distance Learning via Webex  
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Distance Learning CLEs  

 

LIVE CLE EVENTS 

 

Searching for our live CLEs on www.pacle.org board? 

Bridge the Gap (4 ethics credits—REQUIRED) 

Course Title 
“Bridge the Gap Live Interactive Webcast via WebEX with elearning center “ 

Bridge the Gap = Name required by PA CLE Board  

 

Live =  presenters are live and in education called synchronous  

 

Interactive = come and see this part 

 
Elearning center = CRXJEM  is the only CLE Provider with this feature;  

    (see details in this  and other CLE Compliance Catalogues) 
 

LOCATION 
Mohnton, PA 

Location indicates physical location of the live event; presenters may be anywhere in the world, we choose PO 

BOX location to reach us by mail. 
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Course Brochure for Download 

CRXJEM CONSULTING LLC 

Accredited  

Pennsylvania  

Continuing Legal Education 

Innovative Provider #9283 

Includes Distance Learning 
P O Box 93 

Mohnton PA 19540 
cle@crxjemconsult.com 

www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html 
www.crxjemconsult.com 

Look for this icon on our CLE information and online 

 registration page to download more information 

ICON Downloadable  detailed brochure course  

information in .pdf format 
Volume VIII Number 2 

Rev A 
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Distance Learning CLEs 

 

Bridge the Gap ( 4 ethics) 

DATE:    1st Start  1st End  2nd Start  2nd End  

 

Thursday August 19  1:00   5:00 PM EDT  

 

Tuesday August 31      8:00 AM 12 PM EDT 
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Bridge the Gap  

(4 Ethics Required) 

Benefits of Attendance CRXJEM’s Bridge the Gap Program 

 
◊ Live webcast via WebEX system.  

 
◊ Interactive experience where current issues are discussed 

 
◊ Subject Matter Experts (SME) cross trained as legal presenters  cover material you need to 

  practice 

 
◊ Professional education introduction. 

 
◊ Group discussions led in professional manner. 

 

◊ Structured learning materials  in eLearning Centers relevant to enhance your understanding 
 of materials. 

 
◊ Prospective from clients, experts in the field, experienced lawyers, and thought leaders      

 focused on YOU. 

Bridge the Gap  

 

 

August 19, 2021 at CRXJEM Virtual Space  

LIVE WEBCAST via WebEX 

Course starts at 1:00 PM and ends 5:00 PM EDT 

See why our Bridge the Gap is the exception to the rule... 

The  August 2021 CLE  Compliance Catalogue 

 

Bridge the Gap—Distance Learning =LIVE CLE CREDIT 
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Bridge the Gap— Basic materials supplied by  
PA CLE Board* include: 
 

A) Micro website (placed in our elearning center) 
 
Topics included are: 

 
 Client Relations—We focus on interacting and tools for client relations. 

 Practice Management—We focus on technology and how to use in your practice with 

management tips. 

 Fiduciary Duties—We focus on today’s banking issues lawyers face. 

 Wellness—We focus on work life balance issues today’s lawyers face and the future. 
 Disciplinary Procedures—We focus on getting you to know the process and the policy 

behind. 

 Resources—We provide the ◊eLearning Center along with our experts to assist you in 
future. 

 

◊  The eLearning center has much more exclusive materials including some introductory    

materials on    future topics of note. 
 

◊     We supply materials easily downloadable in our eLearning Center for your convenience, 

up to 60 days after course including the exclusive Attendee CLE Compliance Catalogue. 
 

*We supply everything else to make YOUR Bridge the Gap CLE  an investment to 
assist you in building  knowledge and skills to have a bright professional future. 

At www.pacle.org : 
 

Type of Law: Professionalism/Civility (Ethics) 
 

Degree of Difficulty: Varying 

The August 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 
 

Bridge the Gap 

Distance Learning 
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The  PREVIEW August 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

What is in our Bridge the Gap Elearning Center? 

 The August 2021 CLE Attendee Compliance Catalogue 

 Samples from our CLEs 

 Sneak Preview of Virtual Negotiations materials 

 Professional Development Materials for Lawyers 

 The Future of Legal Professional materials 

 September 18 , 2020 Memo on CLE Investments and the Future of Legal Industry 

 Vision 2030 Framework for CLE development 

 Samples from various CLE researched and developed 

 Cyber tips from the experts (including SolarWinds hack) 

 Sample Bench Card 

 Bridge the Gap Learning Map 

 Access to a Virtual Booth 

 Updates Post BTG class  

 Materials Others prefer you NOT to know about… 

 MORE 

Provide YOU with knowledge and insight to forge your future. 
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The PREVIEW August  2021  PREVIEW CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

Worksheet for CLEs 

 

Compliance Deadline: August 31 (Tuesday), 2021 at 11:59.59 PM EDT 

After downloading, courtesy, The August 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue at 

www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html 

Distancing Learning Credits—For 2021— Live Distance Learning CLEs = Live CLE 

Credit ONLY 

Name of Course    Practice Area   Live Live Distance Ethics       Substantial

    Live (Synchronous) Recorded (Asynchronous) Credits    Credits 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Bridge the Gap   CRXJEM First Distance August 31, 2020 (Synchronous)               4 Ethics Credits 

 

 

Course____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Course____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Course____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Course____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Course____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Course____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Course____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Course____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Course_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Course_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Course_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Course_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

YEAR—2021—Live=Live Distance Learning 

 

Do I have 12 Credits for 2020: YES ___  NO ___   Do I have 2 Ethics Credits: YES____   NO ____   LIVE Carry-

over  Credits:_____ 
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Bridge the Gap  

(4 Ethics Required) 

Benefits of Attendance CRXJEM’s Bridge the Gap Program 

 
◊ Live webcast via WebEX system.  

 
◊ Interactive experience where current issues are discussed 

 
◊ Subject Matter Experts (SME) cross trained as legal presenters  cover material you need to 

  practice 

 
◊ Professional education introduction. 

 
◊ Group discussions led in professional manner. 

 

◊ Structured learning materials  in eLearning Centers relevant to enhance your understanding 
 of materials. 

 
◊ Prospective from clients, experts in the field, experienced lawyers, and thought leaders      

 focused on YOU. 

Bridge the Gap  

 

 

August 31, 2021 at CRXJEM Virtual Space  

LIVE WEBCAST via WebEX 

Course starts at 8:00 AM and ends 12:00 PM EDT 

See why our Bridge the Gap is the exception to the rule... 
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Bridge the Gap—Distance Learning =LIVE CLE CREDIT 
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No matter what time zone you are in... 

 

Rome 

Toronto 

Philadelphia 

Denver 

Exton 

Distance Learning 

Mohnton Colorado Springs 

Allentown 
Newark 

New Hope 

Margate Washington 

Blandon 
Arlington 

Kent Akron 

Wayne 
Rio de Janeiro Paris 

Cambridge 

West Harwich 

Oley Harrisburg 

Valley 

Forge 

Cleveland 

Seattle 

New Hope 

Washington’s Crossing 

Baltimore 

Jersey City 

Miami 

San Diego 

Forrest Hills 

Staten Island 

Bala Cynwyd 

Wilmington 

Scranton 

Fort Worth 

Chicago 

Alpharetta  

Bear 
Trenton 

Quakertown 

Norristown 

Dublin 
Pittsburgh 

San Francisco 

Dearborn 

State College 

York 

Lancaster 

Plymouth Meeting 

Ardmore 

Austin 

Winter Garden 

Media 

Toms River 

Bath 

Paoli 

Cherry Hill 

Blue Bell 

Warren 

Lansing 

Atlanta 

Summit 
Albany 

Boston 

New York 

Dover 

West Chester 

Phoenix 

Mooresville 

Hyattsville 

Tokyo 
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What’s Missing for some …. 

The Professional Development Department welcomes you to the Future of : 

 

Continuing 

 

Legal  

 

Education 

 

Thank you for those who know what education is all about today. 
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Live Distance Learning=LIVE CLE CREDITS 

 

Searching for our CLE’s on www.pacle.org? 

 

Law and business topics 

Look for our Ethics CLEs on www.pacle.org 

Look for our Course Titles on www.pacle.org 

VENDOR MANAGEMENT: PROCESS AND PROCEDURE 

 

——- Practice Area: Contracts 

 

Contracts Force Majeur COVID19  Edition 

 

——- Practice Area: Contracts 

 

RULE 7.4 SPECIALIZATION 

 

———Practice Area: Ethics 

 ——————Subcatagory: Specialization 

ALTERNATIVELY—-Ethics—Lawyer advertising 

 

ETHICAL ISSUES FOR OF COUNSEL 

———Practice Area: Ethics 

   —————- Subcatagory: Professionalism/Civility 
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CLE Course Spotlight—Bridge the Gap 

How do you prepare to practice law in 2030? 

 

It is the common theme in presenting and delivering Bridge the Gap since CRXJEM Consulting 

LLC—Professional Development Department began providing the required CLE. By focusing 

on 2030 presenters are able to convey the importance of a particular topic and problems that 

lawyers may encounter in 2030. Lawyers attending Bridge the Gap can further explore topics in 

the elearning center which was developed with the view that practice in 2030 will be different 

than today or the past. 

 

We welcome comments to improve Bridge the Gap and thank all past lawyers who contributed 

to expanded topical areas. 

 

Now, are we ready for 2030? 
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LIVE  CLE=Distance Learning CLEs=LIVE CLE Credit 

 

 Searching for our CLE’s on www.pacle.org? 

 

 

Technology and Law 

CHOOSING A CYBER EXPERT: NAVIGATING THE ALPABET 

SOUP OF CERTIFICATIONS 

 

——- Practice Area: Trial 

 —————-Subcatagory: Experts 

 

 

COMPUTER FORENSICS EXAMINATIONS 

_____Practice Area: Trial 

 ____________Subcatagory: Evidence 

 

 

 

SOCIAL ENGINEERING WITH CYBER TOOLS 

——-Practice Area: Commercial  

 ___________Subcatagory: Contracts 
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What Memos Are Associates Reading Across the Country? 
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“Of Counsel” lawyers are wondering about the future of work which is why they are pouring 

over memos like M-21-25.  Many “of counsel” lawyers have seen decades of changes from 

having no access to law libraries late at night to tiny offices used only by certain privileged re-

tired attorneys. COVID19 however brought changes that no one ever thought possible.  

 

As human capital becomes more valuable however, some are really wondering what changes in 

policy may be coming. When “of counsel” lawyers pour over some memos they are surprised to 

see phrases denoting that work performance is not graded on whether some lawyer works part 

time or on site location. Instead work performance is related to just results makes some “of 

counsels” start wondering what is the future of work. 

 

Many organizations from private industry already were looking to change the way work is done 

prior to COVID19 and some see a very different future of work, not based on 1952 America. 

 

For “of counsel” lawyers who have taken our CLE on the topic, you will enjoy the M-21-25 

Memo. 

 
 

REFERENCE: https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/M-21-25.pdf 
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PA CLE Board Course Listing  

 

Ethical Issues for Of Counsel  
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Course Title: 
 
Ethical Issues for Of Counsel , an Introduction Live 
 
Via Webex with elearning Center 
 
 
Practice Area: 
 
Professionalism/Civility (Under Ethics) 
 
 
 
Course Location 
 
Mohnton, PA 
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Live Webcast=LIVE CLE Credit 

 

Law and Career Development 

Ethical Issues for Of Counsel 
An Introduction 
(0.5 Ethics and 0.5 Substantive) 
Live Webcasts 

  
  
◊ Recall Rule 7 (Rule 7 is on break till 2022) 
◊ Recall Rule 5  (Look for August 2021) 
◊ Conflict of interest issues to avoid 
◊ What’s a celebrity lawyer 
◊ Conflict fee issues 
◊ What’s a side practice 
  

DATE:    1st Start  1st End  2nd Start  2nd Start 

  

Tuesday August 10  4:00 PM  5:00 PM EDT 

 

Friday August    20      12:00 PM  1:00 PM 
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PA CLE Course Listing Information 
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Course Title: 
 
Contracts Force Majeur COVID19 
 
Via Webex with elearning Center 
 
 
Practice Area: 
 
Contracts 
 
 
 
Course Location 
 
Mohnton, PA 
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Distance Learning = Live CLE Credits 

  

Live Webcast 

Contracts Force Majeur 
COVID19 Edition 

(0.0 Ethics and 1.0 Substantive) 
Live Webcasts 

  
  
◊ Know the term 
◊ Which contracts need this term 
◊ UCC exploration (PA and model version) 
◊ Contract drafting issues 
◊ What evidence can be used to begin negotiations 
◊  What to look for in government contracts 
~ In business and law track this course should be taken after Vendor Management 

DATE:    1st Start  1st End   

  

Thursday August 12  8:00 AM 9:00 AM EDT 

 

Tuesday August 27   11:00 AM 12:00 PM EDT 

  

This courses is on legal decisions. The business decision course is for special assets financial professionals but 

lawyers are welcome to attendee to gain an understanding of business decisions. 
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PA CLE Board Course Listing Information 
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Course Title: 
 
Choosing a Cyber Expert with Elearning Center  
Live interactive via WebEX 
 
 
Practice Area: 
 
Trial 
 
 Experts 
 
Course Location 
 
Mohnton, PA 
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Live Webcast 

  

Law & Technology  

DATE:     1st Start   1st End   

  

Wednesday August 11   12:00 PM EDT 1:30 PM EDT  

Choosing a Cyber Expert 
Practice AREA: Trial ; Subcatagory: Experts 

(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive) 
Live Webcasts—Group Cast with Moderator 

  
◊ Know what credentials to look for when choosing a computer forensics expert and 

other fields 

◊ Avoid conflict of interests that can sabotage your case. 

.◊  Be able to lay expert foundation for a computer forensic expert based on Daubert. 

  
◊ Knowing difference between the knowledge specialists from hats to pen testers 

  Ethical issues of lawyers who claim ignorance in handling digital evidence 

~ A cyber expert will field your technical questions to understand the legal aspects of 

cases covered and raise your level of competency under Rule 1. 
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Technical Consulting  Department 
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What happens when a business model’s financial growth is based on a principle that has an 

end? 

 

Many bankers and lawyers are starting to wonder about this technological rule that science of-

ten has principles that have limits. Consider how many exact solution equations there are and 

how many can at best solved only by approximation. The approximation is often based on as-

sumptions which bankers and lawyers know, limit much. 

 

Which is why some marketers would perhaps like to discuss another topic when a banker and 

lawyers starts asking “is this business model based on reality?” 

 

Marketers are often mis labeled as technologists when in reality, they are relying on past safe 

technical expertise that has long since left the building. 

 

Funny thing about reality, is that it frequently happens at the most inappropriate time.  
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“Where’s Rule 7 signature CLE I want to sign up for?” 

Our Signature CLE 

PRE Rule 7 and Marketing, Introduction— 

1.5 ethics credits 

  

Is on vacation till return in 2022 

For those that have taken Rule 7 & Marketing CLE (1.5 Ethics Credits), there is Distance Learning 

P.R.E. Rule 7.4 Specialization CLE offering in August 2021. 
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Course Title: 
 
P.R.E. Rule 7.4 Specialization 
 
 
Practice Area: 
 
Ethics—Specialization 
 
 Alternatively—Advertising 
 
Course Location 
 
Mohnton, PA 

The  August 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

  

PA CLE Course Listing Information 
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Distance Learning = LIVE CLE CREDITS 

  

Live Webcast 

P.R.E. Rule 7.4 
Specialization 

(1.0 Ethics and 0.0 Substantive) 
Live Webcasts 

  
  
◊ Know specialization under the ethics rules 
◊ Avoid common attorney marketing mistakes in regards to specialization 
◊ Understand how to properly communicate to potential clients your relevant skills 
◊ Know the difference between licensing and specialization 
◊ Know which specializations can be advertised under ethics rules 
  
◊ Prior Rule 7 attendees are encourage to hone their understand of Rule 7 
  
While prior Rule 7 CLE is not required, this is an advanced course. 
  

DATE:    1st Start  1st End   

  

Tuesday  August 17,  2021 12:00PM 1:00 PM  EDT 
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Do you know what turns 30 on January 7, 2022? 

 

 

 

The Events Department has begun taking advertising requests 

for Volume IX of CLE Compliance Catalogue for 2022. 

 

 

A milestone. 

The August 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

Events Department 
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What is everyone reading in Special Projects this summer? 

What can go wrong? 

 

Engineers know the answer which is why they are rarely asked.  

 

Niall Ferguson’s “Doom—The politics of Castastrophe” written during the pandemic and pub-

lished in 2021 is an ideal read for everyone who is tired of stale boring horror and sci fi flicks. 

Many lawyers have seen it all before. Instead the noted historian takes us through the sunny 

side of bad decision making and why it recurs over and over and over and over until infinity. 

 

It can be perplexing to some why bad decision making is so rewarded while preparing for po-

tential risks is always worth cost cutting. In the battleground whether between societies, profes-

sions, or organizations,  those who prefer a little preparedness are considered Cassandras not 

understanding history. But for those who prefer to counter the future and highly predictable bad 

decision making, this is a book that delivers.  

 

Ferguson  walks us through not just recent COVID19 first draft of history in Chapter 9 “The 

Plagues” but more importantly walks us thru aspects of disaster.  

“Doom - 

The Politics of Catastrophe” 

 

By Niall Ferguson 

 

ISBN 9780593297377 

Penguin Press 
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What is everyone reading in Special Projects this summer? 

What can go wrong? 

 

Engineers know the answer which is why they are rarely asked.  

 

Niall Ferguson’s “Doom—The politics of Castastrophe” written during the pandemic and pub-

lished in 2021 is an ideal read for everyone who is tired of stale boring horror and sci fi flicks. 

Many engineers have seen it all before. Instead the noted historian takes us through the sunny 

side of bad decision making and why it recurs over and over and over and over until infinity. 

 

For those Pennsylvanians of a certain age, they will remember as children how spring of 1979 

they became aware more closely how the nuclear age, with promises of unlimited power, came 

to be the modern Prometheus. In “Doom”, Chapter 8 after examining the Soviet Union’s Cher-

nobyl, Ferguson shines the light on Pennsylvania’s Three Mile Island event to compare bad 

desecions making and poses questions to the reader about where bad decisions are made in the 

hierarchy. 

 

Only be understanding bad decision making can lawyers truly understand why they are bound 

to be made again, again, again, again, again… 

 

Now for something completely relevant. 

 

Recommend reference for Force Majeur CLE in August 2021 

“Doom - 

The Politics of Catastrophe” 

 

By Niall Ferguson 

 

ISBN 9780593297377 

Penguin Press 
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Course 
 
Computer Forensics Examinations via WebeX with elearning center 
 
 
PRACTICE 
 
Evidence 
 
LOCATION 
 
Mohnton PA 
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Computer Forensics Examinations 
(0.5 Ethics and 1.0 Sub.) 
 
◊ Chain of custody issues in computers including                   
mobile devices (see December CLEs on mobile devices) 
◊ Choosing experts under Daubert (see Choosing Computer ex-
pert for trial details) 
◊ Current technical issues that impact legal decisions 
◊ P.R.E. Rule 1.3 competency points 
◊ Business records for corporate counsels 
 

DATE:     1st Start   1st End   

 

Wednesday August 18, 2021  12:00 PM EST 1:30 PM EDT 
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Why Are Investment Bankers Reading “Doom”? 

While some insurance lawyers have been bored over the past few decades with stable econo-

mies creating that steady twenty to fifty percent rate of return for investors, a few insurance ex-

ecutives may wonder if this means the end of having insurance lawyers? 

 

Some insurance executives have wandered out into book stores and like Special Projects have 

wondered if the 1990’s prediction of a stable and unchanging world order is indeed post 

COVID19, even though no one actually predicted how COVID19 would occur.  

 

Some Cassandra’s have even been dusting off old unreasonable fears such as; Cold War II with 

China, the unreal possibility that California may one day experience “the big one”, and as many 

cyber amateurs wonder; America’s potential cyber vulnerability to an adversary. 

 

But for a few insurance lawyers, looking for excitement “Doom” has some interest over coffee. 

 
REFERENCE: https://wealthtrack.com/using-history-to-predict-the-markets-with-renowned-historian-niall
-ferguson/ 
REFERENCE: https://wealthtrack.com/renowned-historian-niall-ferguson-outlines-the-investment-risks-
warranting-protective-strategies/ 
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Until asteroid mining becomes more in vogue (post 2030), strategic materials will 

be in limited supplies from certain hot spots of the Earth. 

 

Which means some have begun wondering if there some alternatives? 

 

Perhaps biomining using bio engineering to develop organisms to process raw 

materials into something more usable may be possible before 2030. 

 

Are you ready for the future? 
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Not your grandfathers materials 
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What happens when everything is old but connected to the internet? 

 

 

 

REFERENCE: https://spectrum.ieee.org/iot-mechanical-hijack 
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IoT Future met the Past 
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Everyone is build with bio sensors, but post COVID19 many are thinking it is 

time for more sensors that sense what human sensors can not sense if that makes 

sense? 

 

 

No more old fashions.  

 

What’s next but real ketcup senses? Or kvetching sensors? 

 

 

 

 

REFERENCE: https://news.mit.edu/2021/face-mask-covid19-detection-0628 
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Are we ready for wearable bio sensors? 
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If 41% of workers globally are______________________ 
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What is your company’s plan to deal with  

knowledge workers leaving  

for better lives? 

 

For those organizations with questions we look forward to 

listening to you. 
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Reference: https://www.weforum.org/videos/23300-41-of-workers-globally-are-considering-quitting-their-job 
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What are thinking bankers reading at EXIM 2021? 
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https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/hearings/open-hearing-beijing%E2%80%99s-long-
arm-threats-us-national-security 

Lawyers, technologist, business executives, and economic developers know that when the 

world changes, people change their demands for capital finance. Post COVID19 has been a re-

ality that has changed directions and plans for many things 

 

Which means everyone starts looking to bankers to ask “where will financial capital come from 

to go to different plans we have now post COVID19 2021?”. 

 

Many bankers will be carefully reading, not tea leaves anymore, or opining about new technol-

ogy, but good old fashion basics of war and peace. 

 

As always, bankers are at the intersection of reality and people’s reality then making hard 

choices about where financial capital will be released to, but at least they have some guiding 

principles to consider before taking risk with other people’s money.  
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Why are so many elder law and juvenile law lawyers asking about the music news? 

Can people make their own decisions? 

 

For centuries the legal profession had to rely on everything from the location of celestial bodies 

to if someone could float in water or not to answer the legal question. Recently, the medical sci-

ence field began to expand as imaging systems were developed to sense inside a human brain, 

while the brain was actually operating.  

 

Much to everyone’s surprise the brain is far more complicated than computer chips filled with 

transistors.  In fact, more medical science is about asking different questions than a few decades 

ago. 

 

Which maybe a surprise to those reading the pages of music news.  

 

So don’t be too surprised if a lawyer suddenly calls you up and say “hey, what’s the Free Brit-

tany movement. Text me about it later as I am headed to a CLE on family law and do not have 

time to read the boring  entertainment news…” 

REFERENCE: https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53494405 
 
REFERENCE: https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-56003714 
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Contact the Events Department directly for blocks of advertising for Volume IX starting in 

2021. 
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Tier 10  Advertiser  
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Why are so many CIOs handing our CLE Compliance Catalogues to their lawyers and  

Cybersecurity coordinators? 

GenXers of a certain age remember the gas shortages of the 1970s. For Boomers it was en-

grained that high inflation always comes with over heated economies (see Jamie Dimon on fail-

ures of economic models in his 2021 Annual Shareholders Letter). 

 

But for lawyers working in boring places like pipeline infrastructure, cyber law is now real.  

 

We want to thank all the previous law & tech lawyers coming to our CLEs and preparing for 

the past, and present. We want to thank all the technical experts who came and educated law-

yers about these areas assisting lawyers ready for their future clients how to hone their legal 

skills. Already post COVID19, the world has changed for those ready to handle the change are 

already for their clients. More change is coming quickly and we welcomed all the comments to 

improve and add materials to CLEs. 

Reference: https://www.tsa.gov/news/press/releases/2021/05/27/dhs-announces-new-cybersecurity-
requirements-critical-pipeline 
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Frequently Asked Questions for  

Professional Administrative & Support Staff 

Question:       Where can I find detailed information about  

      Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education? 

Answer:   At the Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education  

        website: http://www.pacle.org 

 

Question:   How many credits do I need per compliance period?  

Answer:     12 Credit Hrs with 1 hr being 60 mins; OF which 2 credits MUST be 

  Ethics Credits  

  (The remaining 10 maybe either ethics or substantive credits) 

 

Question:  Are Live CLEs different than online?  

Answer:    YES Live credits may carry over to the next compliance period. 

 

Question:  How are these credits reported in Pennsylvania.? 

Answer:     CRXJEM used the Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education  

  ASAPNexus System which is a electronic reporting system directly 

  administrated by The Pennsylvania Supreme Court—PA CLE Board. 

  We report course attendance within 48 hours. Upon request we 

  can provide a paper certificate of attendance for no extra charge 

 

Question:  Can an attorney receive credit for attendance outside Pennsylvania? 

Answer:    Depends upon the jurisdiction, but if the other jurisdictions accept 

  multi—state credit or some additional documents such as agendas,    

  we can provide the forms or those jurisdictions.  Please email us or 

  call for further details. We often ask attending lawyers at each CLE 

  seminar about multi jurisdiction as well.  
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Frequently Asked Questions for  

Professional Administrative & Support Staff 

Question:  What other states have we given credit in? 

Answer:    New Jersey, Delaware, Colorado, California, Illinois, Michigan, Nevada, 

New York, and  Check. Please note that Washington DC credits can be given.  

 

Question:   If I need additional materials for a regulator will you help me?  

Answer:     Yes. 

 

Question:  Who develops the materials for CLEs?  

Answer:    CRXJEM does which is why we say exclusive. We do not buy other 

materials from   any other CLE provider nor do we sell our materials to 

other providers. 

 

Question:  Where can I find additional information? 

Answer: Each CLE course has a summary brochure.  

   

Question:  How often are courses developed or updated. 

Answer:    Courses are developed based on stakeholders and client demands. 

Updates occur   as needed after each compliance period. Major revi-

sions may occur over 10 years   as in Rule 7 CLE case as changing rules, cli-

ents, and society. Potential CLE topics   will be in categories listed in 

our suggestion surveys.  Anyone can suggest a topic. 

 

Question: I have further questions, can someone actually answer them? 

Answer:  YES. Please contact us as we want to assist you in understanding. 
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Why are Economic Developers reading NASA budgets? 
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“If trillionaires 

Want to go to Mars, 

 

If billionaires  

Want to go to Moon, 

 

If millionaires 

Want to go into Orbit, 

 

That adds up to some  

real engineering jobs.” 

 

C. Rabzak 

 

July 2021 

REFERENCE: https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/

fy2022_congressional_justification_nasa_budget_request.pdf 

 

REFERENCE: https://theconversation.com/branson-vs-bezos-as-the-billionaires-get-ready-to-blast-into-space-

whos-got-the-better-plan-163898 

It has been over fifty years since American’s landed men on the Moon yet many aerospace en-

gineers noted that technology has merely become more efficient, not different. Some technolo-

gists have even used the economic word “stagnation” to describe the current state of space and 

aircraft technology. With Moore’s law taking over Newton’s world as the equation of iconic 

status the past decades, coming to an end, many wonder outside aerospace “what’s next”? 

 

Space, once the realm only of books, radio, and television, became in the 1960’s the realm of 

governments hiring private contractors to design, and build vehicles to place men into space and 

then the Moon. While governments thru rigorous standards, selected the best engineers and pi-

lots to both man these vehicles, later some women engineers were considered in the 1980’s, 

space was exclusively the realm of engineers.  

 

Now in 2021, post COVID19, some wonder if only engineers should be able to visit and work 

in space. Perhaps time for other professionals to see reality differently? Will lawyers be next? 
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Is it time for Pennsylvania to start thinking about digital currencies already operating with in its commonwealth 

borders and used by its residents? 
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Why are so many lawyers who have taken some of our Cyber CLEs 

 

Smiling reading President Biden’s May 12, 2021 

 

“Executive Order on Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity”? 

Reference: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-

actions/2021/05/12/executive-order-on-improving-the-nations-cybersecurity/ 
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Thanks to all the lawyers who came to the Author Events in April 
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Here’s is another insightful conversation: 

 

https://www.wamc.org/post/skidmore-college-government-professor-beau-
breslins-new-book-constitution-living 
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As  a sponsor of EXIM 2020 during the pandemic the International Consulting Department was 

working to prepare for the future—welcome everyone internationally. 

 

What core technologies should bankers be thinking about today? 

 

Artificial Intelligence 

 

Biotechnology 

 

Biomedical Science 

 

Wireless communication equipment 

 

Quantum Computing 

 

Renewable energy, energy efficiency, and energy storage 

 

Semiconductors and semiconductor manufacturing equipment 

 

Emerging FinTECH (see Fed calls for information) 

 

Water treatment and sanitation 

 

High-performance computing 

 

….and…. 

 

 

See you at EXIM 2021. 
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International Consulting  Department 

 

Technology and Pandemic Thinking– Why Bankers, Technologists, CEO’s, Economic Devel-

opers and some Lawyers are pouring over: 

 

August 4, 2021 

 

United States Senate Intelligence Committee —OPEN HEARING— Hart 216 Room 

 

 

“Beijing’s Long Arm : 

 

Threats to U.S. National Security” 

 

 

 

https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/hearings/open-hearing-beijing%E2%80%99s-long-

arm-threats-us-national-security 
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Are you preparing for 2020 to 2100? 
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Thank you suppliers 
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Why are so many lawyers reading the Endless Frontiers Act to 

 

Learn about the future of technology? 

 

Vision 2030—Strategic Initiative 

As every lawyer knows, the key to future technology is where the money is spent. As keen 

banker watchers, they understand that government funds, which in banker language is zero risk, 

will be used by private sector to leverage into financing from bankers to form new industries, 

and new technology sectors.  

 

Which is why it is no surprise to engineers and other technologists why lawyers are pouring 

over the Endless Frontier’s Act and pondering the future of technology, especially since so 

many lawyers know that Moore’s law has come to an end.  

 

Legislation that is over 1,400 pages in printed form by the US Congress is bound to get every 

lawyer’s interest; S.1260 in the 117th Congress, Endless Frontier Act. While lawyers in Con-

gress only picked science, technology, and communications as policy areas, lawyers outside 

Congress know this act and its funding will effect the entire American culture and global econ-

omy like no other legislation in the past few decades. Many lawyers, who quickly looked at the 

Congressional Budget Office summary, saw the $54 billion in direct spending over the next 

decade as sign that real money will be used to invest in America’s technology. (Note: See Jamie 

Dimon’s comments on bankers view of national industrial policy for further insight into tech-

nology). 

 

What will the Endless Frontiers Act money be spent developing over the coming decade? 
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Tired of your advertisements lost in a  
stream of  

social media smog? 

How do you hunt for your social media ad? 

The  August 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

Events Department 

 

Contact Events Department for information on advertising in 

 The December 2021 CLE Compliance. 

Deadline for payment and content is October 22, 2021. 
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Art & Creative Dept 

“The Second Day of July 1776, will be the most memorable 

Epocha, in the History of America.—I am apt to believe that it 

will be celebrated, by succeeding Generations, as the great an-

niversary Festival. It ought to be commemorated, as the Day of 

Deliverance by solemn Acts of Devotion to God Almighty. It 

ought to be solemnized with Pomp and Parade, with Shews, 

Games, Sports, Guns, Bells, Bonfires and Illuminations from 

one End of this Continent to the other from this Time forward 

forever more. “ 

 

John Adams 

PAST PRESENT FUTURE 

The PREVIEW August 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

July 4, 2021 
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Congrads to Colorado and Oregon for GAINING voice in US Congress. 

 

Time to Party Like It is 2030! 

Colorado (April 1, 2020)  5,782,171 

 

Oregon ( April 1, 2020)  4,241,500 
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REFERENCE: https://www.america250.org/ 
REFERENCE: CRXJEM Consulting LLC Memo July 2, 2021 Office of the President on 
America at 250: Events Department Memo July 2, 2021, Professional Development 
Memo July 2, 2021 on CLE Compliance Catalogue Volume XIII 
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Book of Note: Engineers Solving Problems 

 

“His Very Best: Jimmy Carter, A Life”  

ISBN 978-1-5011-2548-5 

 

Published by Simon & Schuster 

 

Available from local book stores 
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Book of Note: Engineers Solving Problems 

 

“His Very Best: Jimmy Carter, A Life”  

ISBN 978-1-5011-2548-5 

 

Published by Simon & Schuster 

 

Available from local book stores 

It is 2021, post COVID19, but suddenly the 1970’s are on the mind of bankers, politicians,   

lawyers, technologist, managers, executives, and everyone but the Boomers.  Many have a lot 

of unanswered questions, almost like waking up the next day from a party they don’t even re-

member going to or knowing why they were there.  

 

Which might explain why it has taken so long for a biographer to write about America’s most 

mis understood President, Jimmy Carter. Those GenXers of a certain age will remember the 

phrase “Jimmy who?” from the mid 1970’s. From gas lines to energy shortage talk, to sudden 

restrictions on cash ( $500 bill of 1969 pre inflation) to over population fears are just a few of 

the topics GenXers get excited to think about in 2021. Yet, why did America end up in a differ-

ent place than was predicted in the 1970s? 

 

Many GenXers have begun looking into the 1970’s starting with biography Jonathan Alter’s 

new book about the life and Presidency of Jimmy Carter, nuclear naval officer. 

 

Have you done your best? (page 81) 
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Book of Note: Engineers Solving Problems 

 

“His Very Best: Jimmy Carter, A Life”  

ISBN 978-1-5011-2548-5 

 

Published by Simon & Schuster 

 

Available from local book stores 

How has time changed? 

 

Jimmy Carter came to the White House in a different time; the Chinese were opening up to the 

West and the West was sure China would want democracy once it had capitalism. The Soviet 

Union was super power expected to last for decades if not centuries. Vietnam, a once small 

French colony was America’s long stalemate according the Pentagon papers, suddenly was no 

longer the military preoccupation with its new all voluntary service members.  

 

Oil was however on everyone’s mind, especially since so much cheap oil came from the Middle 

East and unlikely to come from anywhere else such as North Sea. Yet the former Naval officer 

was stuck in a world without war or conflict as everything was peaceful. 

 

Readers of “His Very Best” will be surprised to learn the President was told not to worry about 

some little country called Iran in a way. Should President Carter have been a challenging leader 

questioning why, after Vietnam, anyone could assume the United States government knew any-

thing about a foreign land? Or with other concerns should President Carter took for granted the 

experts knew a tempest in teapot when they imagined it? 

 

Decades later, Iran is still on American President’s “annoyance plate”. Readers of “His Very 

Best” will explore Iran in the context of both a mis understood leader and one who was aware 

of religion in both Middle East and American south.  

 

Which should make all readers wonder how often self proclaimed experts miss the truly impor-

tant signals of change when they happen. While some bystanders see a wave, experts do not see 

much to get concerned about. 

 

As a sweep of history, the 1970’s were perhaps of more consequence than some might have you 

think. 

 

Are you ready for a different view from history of the 1970’s? 
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Book of Note: Engineers Solving Problems 

 

“His Very Best: Jimmy Carter, A Life”  

How have central bankers changed? 

 

Jimmy Carter came to the White House in a different time;  bankers were still learning how 

modern post World War II economies worked and the Boomers were already moving into the 

economy as workers having previously been consumers.  

 

For every banker today, Paul Volcker is the post child of a central banker. Volcker simply knew 

what exactly he was doing, having been appointed by President Carter, a fiscal hawk who knew 

something about business first hand. Readers will marvel how Volcker used the Fed’s power to 

solve economic problems, yet ignored solving political problems.  

 

Many readers however will discover Volcker was not as “all knowing” as some today would 

have you believe. Turns out, 2008 for example, central bankers could not predict everything. 

The 1970’s was not the place where central bankers suddenly became “all knowing” either.  

 

Readers of “His Very Best” might find some jaw dropping statements, in the book. They might 

even start to read Jamie Dimon’s 2020 Annual Shareholder Letter and wonder what Mr Dimon 

might say about Volcker now, after have read “His Very Best”. 

 

Today, many GenXers might feel a slight bit of dejavu over media hype of inflation and worker 

shortages. But readers of “His Very Best” might get a different feeling. 
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Book of Note: Engineers Solving Problems 

 

“His Very Best: Jimmy Carter, A Life”  

After Apollo Moon landings what was next?  

 

Technology is a tricky thing. Many think the 20th century was a technology explosion but few 

understand much was based on pre 20th century science. World War II is credited with creating 

much of modern technology from industrial war production to management techniques running 

large organizations, with barely high school educated personnel of both sexes, to industrial re-

search and development complexes (read Antitrust by lawyer turned Senator Amy Klobuchar 

on Bell Labs verses todays’ modern technology companies) designed to turn profits into longer 

term investments. The Cold War only accelerated many processes developed in WWII. How-

ever, pesky problems like Vietnam showed there were limits to technology, after all bombing a 

place into the “stone age” did not really solve a problem. Indeed, some argue an entire genera-

tion came to reject the promise of technology to solve problems, and pointed to technology 

causing more problems than solving anything.  

 

Which is why so many GenXers are curious how technology was changing in the 1970’s as so 

much of today’s world uses that 1970’s technology. Many of technologies view of the role of 

technology is still vested from the 1970’s from computer operating systems to how to move 

from the Earth to Mars.  
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Book of Note: Engineers Solving Problems 

 

“His Very Best: Jimmy Carter, A Life”  

Readers of  “His Very Best” will wonder how a President trained in a new science and technol-

ogy—nuclear power—after WWII would see technology. Unlike previous “lawyer” trained 

Presidents, Jimmy Carter knew first hand about evidence and how it is developed thru the sci-

entific method. He knew the power of the science behind humanities most terrifying discov-

ery—nuclear power—and knew the risk it posed. As the first President to put solar arrays on the 

roof of the White House, much decried by non scientists, Carter seemed to know something that 

others did not nor could explain it.  

 

Readers of “His Very Best” will wonder what it was like for a President to work with a Con-

gress that had OTA advising it on technology assessments. Unlike past Presidents, Carter would 

be using a different tool set and dealing with knowledge areas few lawyers of the 1970’s were 

in the know about. As a side note, only decades later did the United States government offi-

cially disclose during Carter’s Presidency, was the key technology that changed the geopolitical 

nature of the Cold War or any war, no thanks to the myth Kissinger’s China play, was author-

ized by then President Carter—stealth.  

 

Many science fiction fans and bankers today will of course wonder what role Carter played in 

the space domain. It was a few years about man’s first walk on the Moon, that Carter was ap-

proached with the future of space transportation—a truck of sorts– that would boldly change 

how American’s got to space. Readers will find much to think about and wonder if President 

Kennedy was corrected when he noted that no one can critize any President “until” they sit at 

the desk and see only what the President sees. For arm chair presidential scorers beware, Carter 

has a few secrets yet.  
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Book of Note: Engineers Solving Problems 

 

“His Very Best: Jimmy Carter, A Life”  

How did a non lawyer make the biggest change to the legal system in American history? 

 

Readers of “His Very Best” will wonder how a non lawyer President, make the biggest change 

in the American legal system since it’s founding.  

 

For lawyers, the answer is not so obvious, but for non lawyers President Carter’s massive 

change in the legal system seems so obvious today. 

 

Which might explain one of the reasons why President Carter is deemed one of the most  con-

fusing President in America’s long history. Lawyers, are simplex perplexed how such a person 

could come to such massively change America’s legal system and the actually running of gov-

ernment. 

 

Some readers of “His Very Best” might struggle to ask how being governor of Georgia devel-

oped his sense of how a state’s legal system should function. Other readers might wonder how 

his business experience in farming might have developed his sense of how business should be 

run. Other readers might wonder how his Navy experience and training prepared his thoughts 

on running an organization. 

 

Some women lawyers might read “His Very Best” and say “ask Rosalynn”. 
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Book of Note: Engineers Solving Problems 

 

“His Very Best: Jimmy Carter, A Life”  

ISBN 978-1-5011-2548-5 

 

Published by Simon & Schuster 

 

Available from local book stores 
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Book of Note: Engineers Solving Problems 

 

“His Very Best: Jimmy Carter, A Life”  

ISBN 978-1-5011-2548-5 

 

Published by Simon & Schuster 

 

Available from local book stores 
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Book of Note: Engineers Solving Problems 

 

“His Very Best: Jimmy Carter, A Life”  

ISBN 978-1-5011-2548-5 

 

Published by Simon & Schuster 

 

Available from local book stores 
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When bankers meet governments. 

 

September 23, 1975 

Many New Yorkers wonder “have we been here before” post COVID19? 

 

Many American’s wonder “have we been here before” post COVID19? 

 

Many OECD countries wonder “have we been here before” post COVID19? 

 

Many bankers wonder “have we been here before with governments before” post 

COVID19 

 

A few lawyers read our CLE Compliance Catalogues. 
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Why are so many business lawyers reading  

 

Census business formation statistics for April 2021? 

For decades bankers have complained that business formations have declined. Everything from lack of entrepre-

neurship, to lazy generations like the Gen Xers, to red tape have all been among the usual suspects. Never lack of 

lending however. So during and post COVID19 many business lawyers are wondering why so many business’s are 

being formed. They wonder what is happening and if Jamie Dimon is correct in talking about in his Annual 2021 

shareholder letter about American’s lack of R & D investment and failure to develop industrial policies for limited 

areas. He even notes that there is a possibility that sometimes, the free market, does not always supply the neces-

sary goods and services for a thriving economy.  

 

Business lawyers however are wondering what we have learned from post COVID19 economic stress test? 

Reference: https://www.census.gov/econ/bfs/pdf/bfs_current.pdf 
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For the answer: 
 

www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html 
 
Look for the catalogue icon 
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Social Engineering with Cyber Tools Via Webex 
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Contracts 
 
Course Location 
 
Mohnton, PA 
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Live Distance Learning—LIVE CREDITS 

 

Social Engineering with Cyber Tools 

DATE:     1st Start   1st End   

 

Wednesday August 25, 2021  12:00 PM EST 2:00 PM EDT 

 
 

Social Engineering with Cyber Tools 
Practice AREA: Contracts 
(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive) 

Live Webcasts—Group Cast with Moderator 

 
◊ From accidents to malicious to cyber warfare, lawyers need to understand the 

boundaries of social engineering and how cyber tools are used gain access to valuable 

data. 

 
◊ Understand why IT departments are not always the right choice for handling all  as-

pects of network security including insider threat concerns. 

◊ Law firms need to be able to protect their clients and understand the ethical rules of 
conduct in regards to cyber threats today and thru 2030. 
 
◊ Be able to competently advise your client on their obligations to secure data and take 

proper steps to securely manage their networks 

~ A cyber expert will field your technical questions to understand the legal aspects of 

cases covered and raise your level of competency under Rule 1. 
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How will Pennsylvania leaders work to lose more Congressional Seats by 2030 Census? 

 

Or Why PA Leaders are Reading “Doom” book? 

Now that Pennsylvania leaders have finished celebrating losing one Congressional seat in the 2020 to 2030 decade 

many outside the political process are wondering how Pennsylvania leaders are thinking about how they can lose at 

least one Congressional seat by 2030 Census? 

 

One place to look is the book “Doom”, reviewed earlier. In “Doom” the last few chapters explore how leaders 

make sure bad decisions happen, further making sure natural catastrophe’s result in more “costs”.  When bad deci-

sions are made with knowledge, it is up to the effected persons to understand how the bad decision making was 

implemented.  As many note living in reality, it is one thing to have a bad idea, it is another to implement the bad 

decision making. Processes are often idealized as opposed to reflect reality.  

 

While in the past, French writer Alexis de Tocqueville noted that American’s were once very pragmatic especially 

when it came to problem solving, those days seem in America’s twilights. Instead, many leaders focus on bad deci-

sion making and public relations techniques given all the tools to mold perception. Some leaders even question the 

concept of reality given the number of perception tools. 

 

However, in “Doom” the writer notes the tricky part of reality or even realities is that they effect everyone else 

outside the bubble of bad decision making. Deaths, no matter how they occur, will effect reality, whether effecting 

estate lawyers or real estate lawyers or corporate lawyers for example.  

 

Readers of “Doom” will have more understanding of how Pennsylvania leaders can further assure Pennsylvania 

loses at least one Congressional seat, if not more by future bad decision making. The competition however tough 

as many other leaders are also trying to make more bad decisions to create more alternatives to reality.  

REFERENCES: https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2019/07/22/trust-and-distrust-in-america/ 
REFERENCES: https://www.mercatus.org/publications/regulation/thinking-apolitically-about-
gerrymandering 
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Live Webcast = LIVE CLE Credits 
  

  

Judicial Recusal — Bias and Impartiality  
Practice Area: Trial—Subcategory: Judges 

(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive) 
Live Webcasts 

  
  
◊ Know the term and context. 
◊ Judge J. analysis where “impartiality might be reasonable questioned”. 
◊ Judge J case where appeals judges investigate behavior. 
◊ What are 40 questions to ask 
◊ What if there  is a firm issue will your client receive a fair hearing 
◊ When to consider age as a factor 

DATE:    1st Start  1st End   

  

August 24, 2021  2:00 PM 4:00 PM EDT 
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What is a purpose of a judge? 

 

 

Jamie Dimon Reflections of a Non Lawyer (Banker) 

Does law school prepare lawyers as decision makers? 

 

Bankers often opine about the decision making process as experts in deciding where financial 

capital moves around or in the case of Central bankers, gets created for what purpose. It is no 

surprise that Jamie Dimon’s Annual Shareholder Letter for 2020 has a lot about decision mak-

ing under the broad heading of leadership. For a banker might assume that decision making is 

part of leadership and that just because someone makes (or not) a decision they are assumed to 

be a leader. 

 

Is a delayed decision really a decision? 

 

Professor Lester Wills PhD has had a different view of “no decision making” process and may 

be intrigued by banker Dimon’s comments under public policy about American’s unique deci-

sion making processes and who decides what.  

 

For many bankers, Dimon’s letter has a frustrated tone about decision making (or lack of) yet is 

totally understandable as for bankers “time is money”.  Which might explain why so many frus-

trated bankers ask “does law school produce decision makers?”  

 

Some bankers just hand lawyers this CLE Compliance Catalogue. 
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CIOs  

 

If this is your legal team’s idea of cyber security... 

 

Maybe you should give them a few copies of our  

CLE Compliance Catalogues to let them know 

 it is not 1952 anymore.. 
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Technical Consulting 

 

Are you ready for Rydberg vs Hertz? 

Not your great grandfathers RF. 

 

Quantum Apertures. 
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Management Consulting Department 

 

What are the dimensions of an organization? 

Lawyers often look to rankings to see where an organization is which is a different question 

than what are the dimensions of an organization. 

 

Many have been opining about the size of organizations, whether big or small, yet does anyone 

wonder about dimensions. While age of an organization is often where some rank organiza-

tions, with the rule the older the organization the ranking is higher, some lawyers are thinking 

about how organizations interact with other organizations as a dimension. 

 

Since Adam Smith’s “Wealth of Nations” came out in 1776, (some lawyers were busy that year 

too), bankers, economic developers, and technologists have been thinking a lot about how an 

economic task can be done with the least capital but highest price. Which has left many scratch-

ing their heads and wondering if there’s a limit to this concept. 

 

For some lawyers, who work as corporate counsel, it seems a never ending multiplication prob-

lem as organizations grow smaller, yet need more vendors to do the same thing that the organi-

zation did before. Some corporate counsels even wonder what happens when it is just them 

working for a CEO and CFO how they pay is adjusted. It can be frustrating to them. 

 

For other lawyers, who may have accidently stumbled into the “business book section” of a 

book store, in real life not online searching, understanding how modern organizations specialize 

and form alliances written in contract form, it is an exciting time.  
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Vendor Management: Process and Procedures—Live Via Webex 
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Law and Business Courses 

 

Live Webcast = Live CLE Credit 

Vendor Management : Process &  Procedure Live via WebEX 

(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive) 
  
◊  Be able to articulate make verses buy issues in legal services. 
◊ Recall Rule 5.3 from Bridge the Gap/PRE Rule 5 CLE 
◊  Conflict issues under the rules of ethics. 
◊  Privilege issues whne dealing with outside counsel 
◊  Multi jurisdictional issues of in house counsel. 
◊  Protecting critical business information. 
◊  Understand the key areas for developing a reasonable vendor management         

 procedure. 
◊ International issue of legal services will be covered. 

 
Course is tracked with law and tech CLEs. 
  

  

DATE:    1st Start  1st End   

 

August 26, 2021  10 AM  12 PM EDT  
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Why are so many lawyers reading international aerospace news? 

 

When does a technology become too expensive for the customer? 

It was December 1970, and a few months after Apollo 11 reach the moon, one circling around the Moon, while 

two walked on the Moon, the Europeans thought it was time for their own technology to be sold to every airline.  

For Europeans,  the Apollo  Program was not a commercial success, and their focus was a supersonic transport 

plane for the airlines to use. The retirement of the British and French supersonic aircraft was bitter sweet for all 

aerospace engineers as the 2000 century began. Yet, two global makers of large passenger planes decided to test 

lawyers in the World Trade Organization. Much to no lawyers surprise, both won and lost their court battles. In-

stead once stalemate was reached in the legal battlefield, the diplomats decided it was time to play a new game. 

 

Which begs the question, can a technology be too expensive for anyone to actually use profitably? 

 

Many lawyers may wonder why so many technologist enjoy being in courts rather than developing new technolo-

gies. Could it be that there is nothing really worth developing anymore and as some predicted in the 1990’s with 

the end of history there is simply nothing left to develop. Some felt that civilization in fact had reached the end of 

all development. 

 

Instead, the courts would be left to sort out all technology disputes and as legal fees exceeded R & D budgets, stag-

nation would mean nothing left to invent or develop.  Some industries would be granted full “get out free jail 

cards” meaning those selected industry would never need lawyers as no user could have access to and there was no 

liability at all for anything that particular industry did.  

 

But as some technologist are starting to wonder, even in law, nothing is static forever. Forever can actually be only 

a generation. Some technologies simply become utilities, carefully regulated and nothing new to develop, 

 

That leaves those with diplomatic skills to begin wondering “what’s the endless frontier of diplomacy?” 

REFERENCE: https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/558434-us-eu-agree-reach-deal-to-end-17-
year-aircraft-trade-dispute 
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Art & Creative Department 

 

What is inspiring from the 1970’s? 

https://www.cooperhewitt.org/channel/zuzek/ 
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Loss—Michael Collins—Apollo 11 Command Module Pilot 

 

1930 to April 28, 2021 
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In July of 1969, Apollo 11 traveled to the Moon and forever changed human civilization.      

Michael Collins had the responsibility to  circle the Moon alone while two men landed, walked, 

and return from the Moon  surface to lunar orbit. Some called the moment of Collins being 

alone circling the Moon a moment of alone unprecedented in human history. He disagreed with 

that analysis and felt very apart of the mission. In the 2019 film “Apollo 11” Collins noted how 

history might take time to understand the Apollo 11 moment, and we may not have yet reached 

it yet over fifty years later. Even today most can not fully comprehend what Apollo 11 accom-

plished and America’s most adventurous technological achievement.  

 

Thank you Michael Collins for leading the way and giving us lessons for all of time. 
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Why are so many technologists reading about economy of scale papers? 
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Reference: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/07/09/executive-order-
on-promoting-competition-in-the-american-economy/ 

Technologist know that they must develop something that everyone will use, have infinite life, 

and zero cost to design, build, maintain, and service. 

 

Which is why so many know the economy of scale principles taught to them by every econo-

mist.  This leaves little room to develop new products or services since few read all the memos 

from marketing. Lately even some lawyers have questioned the basic business model used to 

scale up in a few moments. 

 

This might be why so many technologists are reading some lawyers thoughts on paper about 

how economies might work and whether there is still a tiny niche area to think about a new way 

of doing something. 

 

Some technologists are very optimistic when they read some lawyer theories and memos. 

 

What are you reading now? 
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Events Department 

The Events Department has begun taking bookings for live events for 2022 and beyond.  
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What’s coming in December 2021 CLEs? 
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Are you ready to have your organization viewed as a fort to  

bad actors using ransomware? 

 

Coming in December 2021 CLEs. 
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Reflections on Jamie Dimon Annual Shareholders Letter 

 

Post COVID19 Failure Report 
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Who are failure reports written for? 

 

Post COVID19 stress tests should have many pondering that question. If failure never occurs 

that means everything is transpiring smoothly? Many technicians are not convinced today.  

Failure seems a moving post. 

 

Today, as we pass August 2021, over eighteen months since first case of COVID19, and fifty 

years since Apollo 15 landed on the Moon with the Lunar Rover to transport men who came in 

peace from America, some may ponder Jamie Dimon’s success and failure report letter to his 

shareholders. Others may want to benchmark, in management consulting lingo, the past months, 

years, and decades both earned and unearned success and failure moments. Rarely has an      

organizational leader taken so many to task and asked so many questions of its shareholders.  

 

As every experimentalist knows, results are often inconclusive till wisdom happens. Wisdom 

rarely happens till reflection occurs and that takes some thinking few like to do.  

 

As the cover reflects, Americans stand on the edge of a different world and now the question 

becomes—”what is next”?  
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